B. D. College of Engineering, Sevagram

Facilitation Center (FC) 4118

Academic Year : 2016-17

Admission 2016-17

B.E. First Year Admission 2016-17

For details of fee concession..............................

1. BDCE, Sevagram offers 25% to 50% fee concession in different branches for the limited number of seats per branch for all categories.
2. Fees Concession available for BPL students, children of farmers.
3. Facilitation center was started from 2nd June 2016 onwards..................
4. Registration and other facilities are available at our center.
5. For details of Fees Concession contact:

   Dr. K. D. Patil (Admission Incharge) : 9766022512

   Prof. S. A. Dhande : 9860104194

   Prof. G. D. Korde : 9766589243

Hurry up!..................................................